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True Love With Lovely Russian Women
Posted on November 2, 2014 by Lipi B.
Russian women are strong, proud, intelligent and family-oriented. These are the personality traits which
originally attracted western men and made Russian dating sites so popular. These days, Russian dating
agencies tend to focus on the youth and beauty of the ladies on their sites. As with any relationship, you
should seek a compatible companion rather than a stunning model to be your wife. Your marriage will be much
more successful and fulfilling.
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Lovely Russian women take great pride in their appearance. They will never go outside without make-up and
wear high heels for everyday tasks rather than just for special occasions. This explains why the women on
dating sites look so attractive. However, be wary of stunning, model-like twenty year olds. They may be
genuinely seeking a husband, but be realistic. If they aren’t fraudulent, they will most likely seek an attractive
man near their own age.
Contrary to popular belief, there are more men than women in Russia. Unfortunately, many women see these
men as unmarriageable. They may be too old (the average age for men is 58), unemployed, alcoholic,
unfaithful or generally unhealthy. Russian women therefore want a foreign husband who is relatively sober,
hard-working, in decent health and willing to support a family.

Summary:
The only way to be sure that it’s true love is
to spend time with your Russian lady. Talk
to her on the phone and use internet chat
software. Go to visit her in Russia several
times. Meet her family. There is no magic
formula for love. The dating rituals that you
would undergo with a lady from your home
country should apply when dating a
Russian.

There is a lot of pressure on Russian women to marry young. For this reason, many women find themselves
divorced at a young age, sometimes with a child. It is almost impossible for them to marry again; hence, they
turn to foreign dating websites. Often these women are in their thirties and willing to marry a man up to ten years older.
Why Would I Fall In Love With A Russian Woman?
You will fall in love with a Russian woman for the same reasons as you would fall in love with a woman
from your home country. You can sense that she genuinely cares about you, you find her physically
attractive and she wishes to create a home and family with you. Lovely Russian women are usually
excellent home careers and very active in raising their children. They do hope that their foreign husband
will share household duties more than Russian men.
How Do I know If It’s True Love?
The only way to be sure that it’s true love is to spend time with your Russian lady. Talk to her on the
phone and use internet chat software. Go to visit her in Russia several times. Meet her family. There is
no magic formula for love. The dating rituals that you would undergo with a lady from your home country
should apply when dating a Russian.
Be patient and realistic. If Cupid is playing fair, you should find a lovely Russian lady to share your life.
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